On-line measurement of human CNS re-organization.
Based on measurements of relative phase and frequency coordination of time-space distributed firing of neurons in the human nervous system, methods have been developed with which it is possible to functionally re-organize the lesioned or not optimally functioning human central nervous system (CNS) and to measure on-line the organization (the coordination dynamics) of the CNS non-invasively. By measuring the present coordination dynamics at different times with ongoing coordination dynamic therapy when exercising on a special coordination dynamic therapy device, the progress in re-organization of the lesioned CNS can be quantified. The coordination dynamic recording method is derived from measurements of natural firing patterns of single neurons in the human CNS. The method is explained with load changes in the healthy CNS and with essential improvement in CNS organization following coordination dynamic therapy in traumatic brain lesion, spinal cord lesion, stroke, cerebral palsy, and myelomeningocele. Evaluations of CNS re-organization are discussed with respect to usefullness and ethics.